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Mandible

Mandible is the top Arundel model, 

made with a foam core to add stiffness 

yet reduce weight.  The grip is the 

strongest of all Arundel cages, with 

an emphasis on a tight fit to keep the 

bottles on the bike no matter what.  

Mandible cages have weathered the 

Grand Tours, the Spring Classics, Worlds, 

all of it.  Durable and elegant. 

Weight: 28 grams

| oil slick Matte | | oil slick | | 3k gloss | | 3k Matte |

| Whiteout |
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dave–O

The Dave-O cage is perhaps iconic, as 

before 2001 bottle cages didn’t look or 

work like this.  A classic shape, copied 

often.  Due to more surface area and less 

arm tension, it’s easier to remove a bottle 

from a Dave-O compared to Mandibles.  

Dave-O’s are the benchmark of quality in 

carbon bottle cages.  

Weight: 30 grams

| Blue | | silver | | Whiteout | | Matte |

| red | | YelloW | | White | | Pink |

 | oil slick Matte | | oil slick |
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SidelOader 
& Other
SidelOader 

SideLoader / Other SideLoader cages 

solve the problem of cramped space on 

Compact style road frames, as well as 

MTB applications.  They’re dedicated 

right or left (fitment specific). One Side-

loader plus one OtherSideloader outfits 

a standard road frame.  The shape 

matches Dave-O’s perfectly. 

Weight: 30 grams

| Pink (l) | | Pink (r) | | oil slick (l) | | oil slick (r) |  

| red (l) | | red (r) | | silver (l) |  | silver (r) |  

| Matte (l) | | Matte (r) |
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trident

The unique Trident shape with two wide, 

flared arms provides a secure fit with 

little risk of lost bottles. Gripping the 

bottle to take a drink is really easy, so 

too is replacing the bottle. The flared 

part of the arms is the reason for this, 

yet few manufacturers go to this trouble. 

Weight: 30 grams

| gloss | | oil slick | | Matte |
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StainleSS 
Cage

Stainless 4.2mm steel tubing bent in 

the same graceful curves as our original 

model. The mounting spine is a stamped 

piece of art. This is not a standard metal 

cage. The finished cage is polished to 

a brilliant shine and will add to the 

aesthetics of any machine.

Weight: 53 grams

| stainless |
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SpOrt 
Cage

The Sport is basically a modified Dave-O 

shape, made of Nylon reinforced plastic. 

Sports are as tough as nails and hold 

bottles well in all conditions and any 

application.  They have two sets of 

mounting holes to allow the best fit 

possible. We consider this cage as good 

as anything we make, it’s just made out 

of different stuff.

Weight: 47 grams

| Black | | Blue | | White | | red |

 | Pink | | YelloW |
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Flip FlOp 
Cage

The Flip Flop cage is made like our Sport 

and priced accordingly.  It’s a flexible  

design allowing the owner to mount it 

left or right without losing the security 

and good fit that you get with proper 

lower and upper tabs.

Weight: 53 grams 

| Black | | White |
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Seat bagS

dual (right)

The Dual is so named because you can 

fit two 700c tubes, two gas cartridges 

and a gas valve, plus have room left over. 

Alternately, it will fit an ATB tube and gas, 

no problem. The leather patch prevents 

the seat post clamp from wearing a hole 

in the tubes inside. The simple Velcro 

strap is sewn double thick to hold its 

shape and to keep the bag cinched tight. 

27 cubic in.

tuBi (inset)

Tubis are very similar in construction to 

the Dual but longer and skinnier. It will 

hold a tubular tire or regular tubes, plus 

extra supplies. 35 cubic in.

uno (inset)

Unos are small, only big enough to carry 

the basics for a flat change. The Uno has 

a very small footprint under the saddle 

and weighs almost nothing. 16 cubic in. 

the dual, tuBi & uno seat  

Bags are availaBle With: 

White, greY, red, YelloW, 

Black, Blue & Pink  

PiPing

tuBi uno
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ChrOnO

The Chrono is a remake of aero bottles 

and cages popularized during the ‘80’s. 

We copied the old designs and lately,  

everyone now copies us! The logo is 

raised to provide a secure grip, even if 

it’s wet or gritty. Two different sets of 

mounting holes perfect the fit. Spare  

20 oz. bottles are available separately. 

*No longer UCI legal, check with your sport  
governing body to insure you can use this.

Weight: 120 grams  

(Bottle 90 grams; cage 30 grams)
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ChrOnO ii

The Chrono II is a new updated and 

legal bottle and cage designed to meet 

the latest international rule requirement 

while still offering an aero improvement 

over conventional bottles. The cage has 

also been redesigned with a premium 

placed on securing the bottle with longer 

arms and more of a wrap. Bottle and 

cage weigh 136 grams.  

Weight: 136 grams

(Bottle 100 grams; cage 36 grams)
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arundel 
FlOOr puMp 1

The Arundel Floor Pump 1 is our 

effort to raise the bar, pun intended.  We 

spared no expense, designing the indus-

try’s only forged pump base for example, 

to increase strength.  The big 3” gauge 

is non-standard too, and notice 100 lbs. 

(7 bar) is at 12 o’clock where it’s easy 

to read.  The Gretel pump head is our 

unique Presta compatible design, easy 

to use even in tight spaces.  We utilize 

lots of metal parts, all serviceable and 

replaceable.  Our pump is not cheap – 

but you’ll only have to buy one.

Weight: 1.7kgs 
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tri ClaMp

The key to the Arundel Tri Clamp is the 

use of a “V-block” design with convex 

inside surfaces. This helps it fit a variety 

of round or aero shaped seat posts. The 

Tri Clamp stays securely fastened and 

the bottles are easy to reach. Plus, it’s 

affordable.

Weight: 105 grams (not including cages)

hardWare included for a round or aero Post
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COrk 
bar tape

cork
Cork wrap is really a lot of foam with cork 

chunks mixed in. It’s thick and softens 

road vibration. It can soak up moisture yet 

remains easy to grip. It’s durable and easy 

to install. It holds color well and doesn’t 

fade. You can wash it like you wash the car; 

soapy rag, scrub, rinse, repeat. 

the cork Bar taPe is  

availaBle in: 

White, greY, Black, natural, 

YelloW, Blue & red
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geCkO
bar tape

gecko griP (left)

Gecko Grip is EVA foam and ventilated 

polyurethane in a laminated, layered 

construction. Gecko Grip has a rubbery, 

“grippy” feel compared to cork tape. 

It lays flat on the wrapped bars and is 

thinner than cork. It doesn’t absorb sweat 

as easily as Cork and can be wiped off 

with a wet rag in seconds.

gecko fur (inset)

Gecko Fur comes only in black, has a furry 

velvet hand and remains Dave-O’s personal 

favorite. Fur lays flat, not thick or puffy and 

doesn’t absorb much, or become slick. The 

embossed Arundel logos set off the matte-

like finish with just a touch of sheen. 

the gecko griP Bar taPe  

are availaBle in: 

White, greY, Black, BroWn,  

YelloW, Blue & red 

gecko fur
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bar tape
ClipS

Bar Tape Clips are simple little plastic 

replacements to the dreaded electrical tape 

that’s often used to finish off wrapped 

bars.  These clips work with one or two 

internal cables, either on oversized 31.8 

bars (where it tapers down to 28.6) or old 

school 28.6 bars.     
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arundel 
ar75

The 21oz. Arundel AR75 bottle is made 

of safe, proven LDPE #4 plastic. LDPE 

is flexible and a durable material that’s 

been used in top quality cycling bottles 

for years - and contains no harmful BPA.  

The neck of the bottle is sized for a com-

fortable grip.  Our dimensions improve 

the bottle fit to most cages available.  

The Race Cap has a simple, clever,  

comfortable mouthpiece that’s easy to 

clean and easy on your teeth.

Ask about our custom printed bottle 

program!  

Weight: 76 grams (including cap)
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arundelbike.com
arundel bicycle company

1.800.436.9503
Fort Worth, Texas


